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By Michael D. Pitt

Agio Publishing House, Canada, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Join Kathleen and Michael Pitt as they leave
the comfort and temperate climate of suburban Vancouver to spend an isolated winter north of the
Arctic Circle. With neither power nor running water, over 40 kilometres from the nearest community
of 75 people, this middle-aged couple learns to embrace temperatures that regularly fall below
minus 40 degrees. From their home base in a small, one-room cabin, they seek the challenge of
winter camping and the adventure of expeditions across the ice. In January 1999, the Pitts flew by
Twin Otter to Colville Lake to pursue Michael s life-long dream of living beyond the reach of roads
and concrete. By the time the ice went out of the lakes and rivers in mid-June, their lives had been
changed forever. Michael and Kathleen Pitt had been paddling the rivers of Northern Canada for
ten years. Yet their experience seemed incomplete. Summer is for visitors. Michael needed to spend
a winter in the North, where rivers, lakes and muskeg remain frozen for 7 to 8 months of the year.
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The book is fantastic and great. It normally will not cost an excessive amount of. I am just easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a published
ebook.
-- Edg a r  Witting-- Edg a r  Witting

It in one of the most popular publication. We have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to study again once more later on. I am just delighted to
tell you that this is actually the finest publication we have read through in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II--  Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II
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